TOMKAT v2 & SIGEN 2+
INSTRUCTION
MANUAL
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Dear customer,
Thank you for purchasing a TOMKAT with this pipe and cable locator, in combination with the SIGEN 2+, you are able to:
-

detect passive, active cables and metallic pipes.
detect the course of non-metallic pipes while using sondes.
(only in active mode using the SIGEN 2+ or using sonde).

1.1 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING!
Failure to observe the safety instructions can lead to personal injury or death!
IMPORTANT!
Failure to comply with the safety instructions may result in damage to third-party systems or your own unit!
WARNING!
Connecting to live cables is always dangerous. This work may only be performed by trained and authorised persons.
Please note the following warnings!
These notes are located either on TOMKAT or SIGEN 2+
TOMKAT and SIGEN 2+:
The devices comply with CE directives
TOMKAT and SIGEN 2+:
Dispose empty batteries properly
SIGEN 2+:
Device complies with electrical protection class II
SIGEN 2+:
Read the operating instructions carefully!
SIGEN 2+: WARNING
Do not connect the connection cables to live cables.
ALWAYS EXCAVATE WITH CAUTION
2.0 INTRODUCTION
TOMKAT
The TOMKAT family support the use of safe digging. The TOMKAT range of equipment is designed to assist the location of buried
services.
Through consistent development of products, our TOMKAT range already meet the requirements of tomorrow's customers.
SIGEN 2+
Can be used in induction by placing on the ground, or direct connection use the relevant accessories.
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Display
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Loudspeaker
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On/Off switch
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Potentiometer for setting the signal sensitivity
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Mode selector (P / R / G)
P … Power mode (50 Hz)
R … Radio mode
G … Generator mode
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High/Low Volume Switch
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Battery compartment (8 x AA alkaline cells)
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On/Off High/Low Output

10

Accessory Compartment and accessory connection socket

Battery compartment (8 x AA Alkaline cells)

To locate a cable, hold the TOMKAT loosely in front of your body (see the following illustrations). Now trace the
cable, moving the TOMKAT left to right keeping it horizontal (do not swing the TOMKAT). The TOMKAT has a
downward signal reception. When you receive a signal, use the sensitivity control to pin point the received signal.
The strongest signal reception marks the cable location.
Now trace the received signal. If necessary, adjust the sensitivity control.
NOTE: Always keep the power switch pressed when tracing.

r
If you cross the cable the acoustic signal of the TOMKAT
starts to get louder. At maximum volume, the TOMKAT is
directly above the cable.

Ensure that the sensitivity control is turned fully clockwise and search in a grid-like pattern hold the TomKat
vertical with the end of the blade parallel and just above the ground use the sensitivity control, if necessary
to first eliminate any background noise.
Repeat the procedure in radio mode (R).

If you locate cable under reinforced concrete, raise the TOMKAT
by 20-30cm.
This reduces interference signals of the steel grid! See illustration
on the right.

The TOMKAT has two passive modes. Power (50Hz) and Radio.
These basic settings, which can be selected with the mode
selector switch (see table), can be used to detect all buried
services carrying a detectable signal. The detection depth of the
signal depends on the current signal strength present on the
cable.

Power signals are those which are emitted by
current carrying cables. The current is
often generated by nearby load carrying
conductors as shown in the diagram.

Radio transmits vlf signals over the air. The
radio signal passes over the ground and
connects to buried metal pipes and cables.

The SIGEN 2+ can be used in induction by placing the SIGEN 2+ on the ground or on connection using the
appropriate connection accessories. The quality of the transmitted frequency depends on the coupling conditions,
the electrical properties of the cable being traced and any interference present.

STEP 1
Place the SIGEN 2+ over a passively located or known cable, as shown in the
picture to the right. The SIGEN 2+ sends its signal like a horizontal 8 (eight).
As a result, if more cable should be in the immediate vicinity, they will lead a
strong signal. The cable directly under the SIGEN 2+ will have a weak to no
signal. If you cross the cable with your TOMKAT at a minimum distance of
10m, you may be able to receive further signals.

STEP 2
Highlight all the located cables with paint or chalk. To precisely locate the
individual cable, tilt the SIGEN 2+ by 90° as shown in the adjacent illustration.
Now the SIGEN 2+ sends a signal in a figure 8 and now the is directly under
the SIGEN 2+.

MIN
10m

MIN
2m

If you want to locate a non-metallic pipe and determine its location, use a sonde (accessory). Insert this sonde into
the non-metallic pipe to be located while using a flex rod (accessory). Check the exact position of the sonde every
3 - 5m while using the TOMKAT.
: The TOMKAT must be in line with the sonde.
The sonde generates two pre-signals and a unique main signal. The maximum signal display or the loudest beep
mark the exact position of the sonde with a TOMKAT.

If you are using a Flex trace with integrated copper wire (accessory COBRA), Push the flex trace as far as possible
into the pipe to be located. Then connect the SIGEN 2+ with the red crocodile clip to the reel of the COBRA Flex
trace and set a ground spike (black crocodile clip). Follow the pipe route to be located as shown below. Now, trace
at right angles the COBRA Flex trace as shown.
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